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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This present invention relates generally to an-
tennas and, more particularly, to an apparatus and meth-
od for realizing dual (switchable) antenna radiation pat-
terns, each with distinct beam and sidelobe properties,
as a variant of the conventional (single-beam) Variable
Inclination Continuous Transverse Stub (VICTS) array.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In an important subset of antenna subsystem
applications, it is often desired to support both high-gain
(e.g., generally narrow beamwidth) and lower gain (gen-
erally broader beamwidth/coverage) functions. For ex-
ample, when communicating with a remote mobile (e.g.,
airborne) terminal at or near the maximum range, it is
desirable to provide the narrowest (highest gain) antenna
pattern attributes in order to support the highest possible
data rates. In such "maximum range" cases, the "target"
(e.g., a remote terminal) is generally moving at a low
angular rate (due to its distance from the "user" (e.g., a
local terminal) and therefore the narrow nature of the
antenna beam does not present a challenge in terms of
the ability of the user to "track" the (moving) remote ter-
minal.
[0003] Conversely, when operating at or near the min-
imum range, the required gain is significantly reduced
(due to the diminished range between user and remote
terminals) while the angular tracking rate is often dramat-
ically increased (due to the near in location and geometry
of the fixed user and moving remote). A broader (lower-
gain, but easier to track) antenna pattern is generally
preferred in the latter (minimum range) case while a nar-
rower (high-gain, but more difficult to track) antenna pat-
tern is preferred in the former case.
[0004] Similarly, in systems which must first acquire a
target (e.g., a remote user) before tracking, it is often
desirable/advantageous to use a broader antenna beam
pattern in order to perform the acquisition function (there-
by better accommodating a generally poorer a priori
knowledge of the exact target location and pointing an-
gles) before switching to a narrower (higher-gain) "track-
ing" antenna pattern once the initial acquisition is suc-
cessfully completed.
[0005] The aforementioned communication link sce-
narios and problem statements are very similar in the
cases of typical radar and electronic warfare (i.e., "jam-
ming") systems which also require both maximum range
(minimum angular rate) and minimum range (maximum
angular rate) scenarios as well as (wide-beam) "acqui-
sition" and (narrow-beam) "tracking" modes. All share a
common benefit from the antenna subsystems ability to
provide both selectable narrow-and broad-beam modes.
[0006] In a subset of the aforementioned cases, it may
be desirable to support different antenna polarization

properties such as opposite senses of circular polariza-
tion ("left-hand" and "right-hand") for the two selectable
antenna pattern modes. In addition, it is often desirable
to provide specific tailored antenna pattern characteris-
tics in the "switched" beam pattern, including selective
null-filling (to ensure constant communication), alternate
or offset pointing angles (to accommodate varying target
geometries), and/or alternate frequency bands of oper-
ation (for example, to support switchable Transmit and
Receive operation).
[0007] Conventional means for realizing the desired
dual switchable antenna beam (with dual-polarization,
as an option) capabilities include use of two distinct an-
tennas, using a switchable planar array antenna, or using
an electronically-scanned antenna.
[0008] The "two distinct antennas" approach utilizes
two distinct standalone antennas, each tailored to the
desired beam properties. A mechanical or electronic
switch is then employed to allow for "selection" of the
desired antenna beam (antenna subsystem). The result-
ant "two-antenna" system is bulkier, more expensive, and
(in some cases, due to the requisite switch) less capable
in terms of power-handling when compared to a single
VICTS antenna.
[0009] Regarding the switchable planar array antenna,
a single planar array antenna is partitioned into two sep-
arate antenna apertures which may be switched via an
array-mounted switch. This method suffers from the
same drawbacks as the aforementioned two distinct an-
tennas solution.
[0010] Finally, the electronically-scanned antenna
(ESA) can include discrete phase (and in some cases,
amplitude) control of individual radiating elements. This
control can be employed to selectably switch between
narrow and wide beam patterns. However, the added
complexity, size, weight, power, and costs of an ESA
implementation as compared to a VICTS is significant.
[0011] Prior art document US20040233117 describes
a structure of antenna array with variable inclination con-
tinuous transverse stub array.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0012] The present disclosure provides an apparatus
and method for realizing dual (switchable) antenna radi-
ation patterns as a variant of the conventional (single-
beam) Variable Inclination Continuous Transverse Stub
(VICTS) array. Each antenna radiation pattern may have
distinct beam and sidelobe properties. The single inte-
grated antenna embodiment replaces what would other-
wise require two separate antenna subsystems in order
to accomplish the same functionality. Further, the appa-
ratus and method in accordance with the present disclo-
sure can use existing actuators (e.g., two motors) of a
conventional VICTS antenna without any additional com-
plexity or components (i.e., no additional motors or
switches), thereby preserving the inherent low-cost, low-
profile, and high-power handling capabilities associated
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with conventional VICTS antennas.
[0013] Candidate fields of usage for the apparatus and
method in accordance with the present invention include
any communication, radar, or electronic warfare system
that requires or would benefit from the capability of sup-
porting the ability to provide two distinct switchable an-
tenna beams from a single integrated VICTS structure.
Specific applications include but are not limited to: Line-
of-Sight (LOS) communication systems, Beyond-Line-
of-Sight (BLOS) SATCOM communication systems,
ground and airborne radar systems, and airborne, ship-
board, and ground electronic warfare systems.
[0014] According to one aspect of the invention, an an-
tenna array employing continuous transverse stubs as
radiating elements includes: a first conductive plate struc-
ture including a first set of continuous transverse stub
radiators arranged on a first surface, and a second set
of continuous transverse stub radiators arranged on the
first surface, wherein a geometry of the first set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators is different from a ge-
ometry of the second set of continuous transverse stub
radiators; a second conductive plate structure disposed
in a spaced relationship relative to the first conductive
plate structure, the second conductive plate structure
having a surface parallel to the first surface; and a relative
rotation apparatus operative to impart relative rotational
movement between the first conductive plate structure
and the second conductive plate structure.
[0015] Optionally, the antenna array includes a feed
network for transmitting or receiving a signal to or from
the first conductive plate, wherein the relative rotation
apparatus is operative to rotate the first plate to position
one of the first set of continuous transverse stub radiators
or the second set of continuous transverse stub radiators
into proximity of the feed network.
[0016] Optionally, a first pitch of the radiating structures
of the first set of continuous transverse stub radiators is
different from a second pitch of the radiating structures
of the second set of continuous transverse stub radiators.
[0017] Optionally, the first pitch and second pitch are
uniform.
[0018] Optionally, a first pitch of the first set of contin-
uous transverse stub radiators is periodic, and a second
pitch of the second set of continuous transverse stub
radiators is aperiodic.
[0019] Optionally, a width of the stub radiators of the
first set of continuous transverse stub radiators is less
than a width of the stub radiators of the second set of
continuous transverse stub radiators.
[0020] Optionally, a height of the stub radiators of the
first set of continuous transverse stub radiators is less
than a height of the stub radiators of the second set of
continuous transverse stub radiators.
[0021] Optionally, the stub radiators of the first set of
continuous transverse stub radiators are arranged in
straight sections, and the stub radiators of the second
set of continuous transverse stub radiators are arranged
in curved sections.

[0022] Optionally, the second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators have non-uniform spacing.
[0023] Optionally, the second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators have non-uniform height or cross
section.
[0024] Optionally, a geometry of the second set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators differs from a geometry
of the first set of continuous transverse stub radiators in
at least one of size, height, thickness, spacing, or shape.
[0025] Optionally, at least one of the first set of contin-
uous transverse stub radiators or the second set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators are non-uniform in at
least one of height or cross-section.
[0026] Optionally, the second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators is arranged at an inner or outer pe-
rimeter of the first conductive plate.
[0027] Optionally, the antenna array includes a first po-
larizer corresponding to the first set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators.
[0028] Optionally, the antenna array includes a second
polarizer corresponding to the second set of continuous
transverse stub radiators, the first polarizer different from
the second polarizer.
[0029] According to one aspect of the invention, a
method is provided for using a variable inclination con-
tinuous transverse stub (VICTS) antenna array to provide
a first antenna pattern and a second antenna pattern dif-
ferent from the first antenna pattern. The VICTS array
includes a feed network for transmitting and/or receiving
a signal via radio frequency (RF) coupling, and a con-
ductive plate structure having a first set of continuous
transverse stub radiators arranged on a first surface and
a second set of continuous transverse stub radiators ar-
ranged on the first surface, wherein a geometry of the
first set of continuous transverse stub radiators is differ-
ent from a geometry of the second set of continuous
transverse stub radiators. The method includes: gener-
ating the first antenna pattern by positioning the conduc-
tive plate structure relative to the feed network to RF cou-
ple the first set of continuous transverse stub radiators
to the feed network; and
generating the second antenna pattern by positioning the
conductive plate structure relative to the feed network to
RF couple the second set of continuous transverse stub
radiators to the feed network.
[0030] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and re-
lated ends, the invention, then, comprises the features
hereinafter fully described and particularly pointed out in
the claims. The following description and the annexed
drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative embodi-
ments of the invention. These embodiments are indica-
tive, however, of but a few of the various ways in which
the principles of the invention may be employed. Other
objects, advantages and novel features of the invention
will become apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion of the invention when considered in conjunction with
the drawings.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0031] In the annexed drawings, like references indi-
cate like parts or features.

FIG. 1A is a top view of a portion of an exemplary
embodiment of a VICTS.
FIG. 1B is a simplified cross-sectional view taken
along line 1 B--1 B of FIG. 1A.
FIG. 1C is an enlargement of a portion of the em-
bodiment illustrated in FIG. 1B.
FIG. 1D is a top view of an alternate embodiment of
a VICTS array employing an extrusion-based upper
plate.
FIG. 1E is a cross-sectional view taken along line 1
E--1 E of FIG. 1D.
FIG. 1F is an enlargement of a portion of the embod-
iment illustrated in FIG. 1E.
FIG. 2A is a top view similar to FIG. 1A, but with the
upper plate rotated relative to the bottom plate.
FIG. 2B is a cross-sectional view taken along line
2B--2B of FIG. 2A.
FIG. 2C illustrates the radiated electromagnetic
phase front resulting from the antenna orientation of
FIG. 2A.
FIG. 3 illustrates a non-contacting choke utilized with
CTS stubs for the embodiment of FIGS. 1A-2C.
FIGS. 4A-4E depict alternative structures for achiev-
ing the dielectric constant between the plates 1 and
2.
FIG. 5 illustrates VICTS feed network and radiator
structures in accordance with the present disclosure.
FIG. 6A illustrates primary and secondary mode
switching via rotation of radiator structure, where a
portion of the radiator structure has a different spac-
ing than the remainder of the radiator structure.
FIG. 6B is a graph showing the gain for a VICTS
having the radiator structure of FIG. 6A, with one
antenna pattern being narrow (higher-gain) and the
other antenna pattern being broad (lower-gain) and
having a beam position which is offset from the pri-
mary beam.
FIG. 7A illustrates primary and secondary mode
switching via rotation of radiator structure, where a
portion of the radiator structure has a different width
than the remainder of the radiator structure.
FIG. 7B is a graph showing the gain for a VICTS
having the radiator structure of FIG. 7A, with one
antenna pattern being narrow (higher-gain) and the
other antenna pattern being broad (lower-gain).
FIG. 8A illustrates primary and secondary mode
switching via rotation of radiator structure, where a
portion of the radiator structure has aperiodic spac-
ing and the remainder of the radiator structure has
periodic spacing.
FIG. 8B is a graph showing the gain for a VICTS
having the radiator structure of FIG. 8A, with one
antenna pattern being narrow (higher-gain) and the

other antenna pattern being broad (lower gain) with
tailored null-filling.
FIG. 9A illustrates primary and secondary mode
switching via rotation of radiator structure, where a
portion of the radiator structure is curved and the
remainder of the radiator structure is straight.
FIG. 9B is a graph showing the gain for a VICTS
having the radiator structure of FIG. 9A while the
curved pattern is distal from the feed network.
FIG. 9C is a graph showing the gain for a VICTS
having the radiator structure of FIG. 9A while the
curved pattern is proximal to the feed network.
FIG. 10A illustrates primary and secondary mode
switching via rotation of radiator structure, where a
portion of the radiator structure includes a polarizer.
FIG. 10B is a graph showing the gain for a VICTS
having the radiator structure of FIG. 10A, with one
antenna pattern being narrow (higher-gain) and the
other antenna pattern being broad (lower-gain) and
having different polarization properties.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

[0032] A VICTS antenna array typically includes two
plates, one (upper) having a one-dimensional lattice of
continuous radiating stubs and the second (lower) having
one or more line sources emanating into the parallel-plate
region formed and bounded between the upper and lower
plates. Mechanical rotation of the upper plate relative to
the lower plate serves to vary the inclination of incident
parallel-plate modes, launched at the line source(s), rel-
ative to the continuous transverse stubs in the upper
plate, and in doing so constructively excites a radiated
planar phase-front whose angle relative to the mechan-
ical normal of the array (theta) is a simple continuous
function of the relative angle (ψ) of (differential) mechan-
ical rotation between the two plates. Common rotation of
the two plates in unison moves the phase-front in the
orthogonal azimuth (phi) direction.
[0033] Accordingly, the radiating stub aperture of the
conventional VICTS antenna is comprised of a collection
of identical, parallel, uniformly-spaced radiating stubs
over its entire surface area. The stub aperture serves to
couple energy from a parallel-plate region (formed be-
tween the upper-most conductive surface of the array
network and the lower-most conductive surface of the
radiating stub aperture structure).
[0034] The VICTS array in accordance with the present
disclosure employs an additional (different) radiating
stub geometry that can vary from the primary stub ge-
ometry, for example, in size, height, thickness, spacing,
shape, and/or coupling properties over a minority area
of the radiating aperture. The minority area of the radiat-
ing aperture can be located at or near perimeter (e.g., an
inner or outer perimeter) of one of the conducting plates,
and can be generally located in an area furthest away
(opposite) from the VICTS feed network. "Switching" is
performed by mechanically rotating the upper radiating
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stub aperture (by approximately 180 degrees, and em-
ploying the same motor mechanism used in the conven-
tional VICTS beam-steering mechanism) in order to bring
the modified perimeter of the radiating stub aperture into
proximity to the VICTS feed network, thereby "activating"
the secondary beam mode. In this way (utilizing the ex-
isting mechanical mechanism) the switchable beam ca-
pability is uniquely enabled without the need for added
switching components or complexity.
[0035] As an option, the minority area of the radiating
stub aperture may have a different polarizer employed
than that over the majority area of the aperture. Also, the
specific physical properties of the radiating stubs in the
minority area can be tailored to provide the desired broad-
beam properties in the (secondary beam), while having
a negligible or minimum impact on the majority (primary
beam) characteristics.
[0036] As compared to the aforementioned Non-
VICTS technologies, the dual-beam implementation in
accordance with the present disclosure obviates the
need to utilize two individual antennas (plus requisite
switching mechanism) and as compared to the ESA tech-
nology, provides the desired dual-beam capability and
functionality, while preserving the unique beneficial size,
weight, cost, and power-handling properties of the con-
ventional VICTS array.
[0037] As contrasted to the generic Dual-Antenna and
Switchable Planar Antenna solutions, the apparatus in
accordance with the present disclosure provides a simple
low-cost and compact integrated implementation for ac-
complishing the desired dual-beam capability, without
need to increase size, add complexity, or introduce ad-
ditional switching and beam-steering components. As
compared to the ESA solution, the apparatus in accord-
ance with the present disclosure preserves the proven
size, weight, power, and cost advantages of the VICTS
antenna, while providing the desired dual-beam function-
ality.
[0038] Referring now to Fig. 1A, an exemplary variable
inclination continuous transverse stub (VICTS) array is
illustrated in a rectangular X, Y, Z coordinate frame of
reference. FIG. 1A is a top view of a conductive upper
plate 1 and a lower conductive plate 3, shown disposed
in a plane parallel to the X-Y plane. The upper plate 1
contains a set of identical, equally spaced, Continuous
Transverse Stub (CTS) radiators 2. CTS radiators are
well known in the art, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,349,363 and
5,266,961, which are hereby incorporated by reference
in their entirety. Note that a total of six (6) stubs are shown
as an example, although upper plates 1 containing more
stubs, or alternatively less stubs may be deployed.
[0039] FIG. 1B is a cross-sectional view taken along
line 1B--1B of FIG. 1A, showing in cross-section the up-
per plate 1 and lower conductive plate 3. FIG. 1C is an
enlarged view of a portion of FIG. 1B. The lower conduc-
tive plate 3 is made in such a way that its cross-section
varies in height in the positive z-direction as a function
of x-coordinate as shown. Both plates are located in X,

Y, Z space in such a way that they are centered about
the z-axis. An optional dielectric support 14 is disposed
along the z-axis and acts as a support between the upper
and lower plates.
[0040] The top surface of the lower plate 3 contains a
number of rectangular shaped corrugations 4 with vari-
able height 5, width 6, and centerline-to-centerline spac-
ing 7. As shown in FIG. 1C, the corrugations 4 may, in
some embodiments, be disposed with constant cross-
section over the full length of the lower plate 3 in the y-
direction, though they are typically variable (non-uni-
form).
[0041] The lower surface of plate 1 and the upper cor-
rugated surface of plate 3 form a quasi-parallel plate
transmission line structure that possesses plate separa-
tion that varies with x-coordinate. The transmission line
structure is therefore periodically loaded with multiple im-
pedance stage CTS radiating stubs 2 that are contained
in plate 1. Further, plate 1 along with the upper surface
of plate 3 form a series-fed CTS radiating array, including
that the parallel plate spacing varies in one dimension
and corrugations are employed to create an artificial di-
electric or slow-wave structure.
[0042] The upper plate 1, shown in FIG. 1B as being
fabricated from a solid conductive plate, can take differ-
ent forms. For example, as shown in FIGS. 1D-1F, the
upper plate can be fabricated as a set of closely spaced
extrusions 1-1 to 1-N, with typical extrusion 1-K shown
in the enlarged cross-sectional view of FIG. 1F, held to-
gether by a conductive or non-conductive frame 1-P.
[0043] The CTS array may be excited from below at
one end 8 by a generic linear source 9 (also referred to
as a feed network). Traveling-waves consisting of paral-
lel-plate modes are created by the source between the
lower surface of the upper plate and the upper surface
of the lower plate. These modes propagate in the positive
x-direction. Plane wave-fronts associated with these
modes are contained in planes parallel to the Y-Z plane.
Dotted arrows, 15, indicate the direction of rays associ-
ated with these modes in a direction perpendicular to the
Y-Z plane.
[0044] As the traveling-waves propagate in the positive
x-direction away from the linear source 9, corresponding
longitudinal surface currents flow on the lower surface of
the upper plate and the upper surface of the lower plate
and corrugations in the positive x-direction. The currents
flowing in the upper plate are periodically interrupted by
the presence of the stub elements. As such, separate
traveling waves are coupled into each stub that travel in
the positive z-direction to the top surface of the upper
plate and radiate into free space at the terminus of the
uppermost impedance stage.
[0045] The collective energy radiated from all the stub
elements causes an antenna pattern to be formed far
away from the upper surface of the upper plate. The an-
tenna pattern will show regions of constructive and de-
structive interference or side lobes and a main beam of
the collective waves and is dependent upon the frequen-
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cy of excitation of the waves and geometry the CTS array.
The radiated signal will possess linear polarization with
a very high level of purity. The stub centerline to center-
line spacing, d, and corrugation dimensions 5, 6, and 7
(FIG. 1C), may be selected such that the main beam is
shifted slightly with respect to the mechanical bore sight
of the antenna defined by the z-axis.
[0046] Any energy not radiated into free space will dis-
sipate in an RF energy-absorbing load 10 placed after
the final stub in the positive x-direction. Non-contacting
frictionless RF chokes, 11, placed before the generic lin-
ear source (negative x-direction) and after the RF energy-
absorbing load (positive x-direction) prevent unwanted
spurious radiation of RF energy.
[0047] If the upper plate 1 is rotated or inclined in a
plane parallel to the X-Y plane as shown in FIG. 2A by
some angle ψ, the effect of such a rotation is that the
orientation of the stubs relative to the fixed incident waves
emanating from the source is modified. As the waves
travel away from the source towards the stubs, rays in-
cident upon the stubs towards the top 12, (positive y-
coordinate) of the parallel plate region arrive later in time
than rays incident towards the bottom 13 of the parallel
plate region (negative y-coordinate). Consequently,
waves coupled from the parallel plate region to the stubs
will possess a linear progressive phase factor along their
length parallel to Y’ and a smaller linear progressive
phase factor perpendicular to their length along the X’
axis. These two linear phase factors cause the radiated
planar phase front x (FIG. 2C) from the antenna to make
an angle with the mechanical bore sight (along the z-
axis) of the antenna that is dependent on ψ. This leads
to an antenna pattern whose main beam is shifted or
scanned in space.
[0048] The amount of change in the linear progressive
phase factors and correspondingly the amount of scan
increases with increasing ψ. Further, both plates 1 and
3 may be rotated simultaneously to scan the antenna
beam in azimuth. Overall, the antenna beam may be
scanned in elevation angle, θ, from zero to ninety degrees
and in azimuth angle, ψ, from zero to three hundred and
sixty degrees through the differential and common rota-
tion of plates 1 and 3 respectively. Moreover, the antenna
beam may be continuously scanned in azimuth in a re-
peating three hundred and sixty-degree cycle through
the continuous rotation of plates 1 and 3 simultaneously.
[0049] In general the required rotations for the above
described embodiments may-be achieved through vari-
ous means illustrated schematically in FIG. 2A as relative
plate rotation apparatus 200 and common plate rotation
apparatus 210, including but not limited to being belt driv-
en, perimeter gear driven, or direct gear driven.
[0050] Thus, a CTS antenna provides a relatively thin,
two dimensionally scanned phased array antenna. This
is accomplished through a unique variable phase feeding
system whose incident phase fronts are fixed while scan-
ning is achieved by mechanically inclining (rotating) a set
of CTS stubs.

[0051] The VICTS of FIGS. 1A-2C includes CTS stubs
that possess constant radiating stub dimensions and var-
iable parallel plate base dimensions. As plate 1 is rotated
with respect to plate 3, the relative positions of all the
stubs will change in such a way that the parallel plate
separation for a given stub will be different than that at
zero degrees rotation. Moreover the parallel plate sepa-
ration will vary as a function of both X and Y. Since the
effective coupling factor, K2, is designed to be mostly
constant with respect to rotation angle and varies only
with plate separation, the overall coupling profile and cor-
responding amplitude distribution of the antenna will be
mostly constant with respect to rotation angle. In this
manner, the amplitude distribution is synthesized solely
through the variation of the parallel plate separation in
lieu of variations in the radiating stub dimensions. This
attribute reduces the manufacturing complexity of the up-
per plate 1 since all of the stub dimensions are identical
except for their length. Other geometries in which the
cross-sectional stub dimensions (L1 ... Ln, and b1 ... bn)
are not identical among stubs can also be employed and
may be desirable for some applications. Additionally, em-
bodiments in which stubs are non-uniformly spaced (i.e.,
d is non-constant from stub to stub) are possible and may
be desirable for some applications.
[0052] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, a choke mech-
anism 11 is deployed to prevent spurious RF energy from
escaping outside the physical boundaries of the antenna.
An exemplary choke embodiment is shown in FIG. 3. In
this embodiment, a coupled pair of CTS stubs 11 A, 11B
are deployed. The choke presents an extremely high im-
pedance to any waves incident in the choke region such
that S11 and S22 have magnitudes very close to one and
S12 and S21 have magnitudes very close to zero. The
choke provides good RF choking regardless of rotation
angle and the choke performance may be designed to
be virtually invariant with rotation angle over a given fre-
quency range.
[0053] Alternative techniques may be used to load the
region between the plates 1 and 3. FIGS. 4A-E show cut-
away views of several possible embodiments including
solid dielectric 30 in the parallel plate region (FIG. 4A),
separate identical solid dielectrics 32, 34 in the stub and
the plate regions (FIG. 4B), separate identical solid die-
lectrics 36, 38 in the stub and the plate region with an air
gap 40 (FIG. 4C), separate non-identical solid dielectrics
42, 44 in the stub and the plate region (FIG. 4D), and
separate non-identical solid dielectrics 46, 48 in the stub
and the plate region with an air gap 50 (FIG. 4E). Other
geometries are possible and may be useful for certain
applications. Additional details concerning a VICTS array
can be found in U.S. 6,919,854 issued to Milroy, the con-
tents of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its
entirety.
[0054] With reference to Fig. 5, a right-most portion
illustrates an exemplary first (upper) conductive plate 101
a of a VICTS array in accordance with the present dis-
closure, and a left-most portion illustrates coupling along
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a surface of the conductive plate 101 a. The first (upper)
conductive plate 101 a may replace the conductive upper
plate 1 shown in in FIGS. 1-4.
[0055] The first plate 101 a includes a first (primary)
set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102 arranged
on a first surface of the plate 101, and a second (sec-
ondary) set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102a
arranged on the first surface of the plate 101 a. The first
set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102 occupies
a majority of the surface of the plate 101a, while the sec-
ond set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102a oc-
cupies a minority of the surface of the plate 101 a.
[0056] In accordance with the present disclosure, a ge-
ometry of the first set of continuous transverse stub ra-
diators 102 is different from a geometry of the second
set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102a. For ex-
ample, the geometry of the second set of continuous
transverse stub radiators 102a may differ from the ge-
ometry of the first set of continuous transverse stub ra-
diators 102 in at least one of size, height, thickness, spac-
ing, or shape. The first set of continuous transverse stub
radiators 102 may be spaced apart so as to define a first
pitch, and the second set of continuous transverse stub
radiators 102a may be spaced apart so as to define a
second pitch different from the first pitch. The first and/or
second pitch may be uniform throughout (a uniform pitch)
or at least one of the first or second pitch may vary (an
aperiodic pitch). Alternatively, the first set of continuous
transverse stub radiators 102 may be taller, shorter, thin-
ner or thicker than the second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators 102a. As shown in Fig. 5, strong
coupling/radiation takes place in the region 104 near the
VICTS feed network 106, and weakens as the distance
from the feed network 106 increases (e.g., in the region
108 away from the feed network 106).
[0057] In Fig. 5, the stub radiators 102a in a minority
area/region 110 of the first conductive plate 101 a (shown
generally opposite the feed network 106 when in "unse-
lected mode") have been modified such that the stub ra-
diators 102a are intentionally spaced at a different uni-
form pitch from a pitch of the stub radiators 102 in a ma-
jority region 112 of the first conductive plate 101 a. Such
variation in pitch between the primary stub radiators 102
and secondary stub radiators 102a provides a secondary
beam that is offset in beam location relative to the primary
beam at a common operating frequency, or alternatively
supports aligned beams, but at different operating fre-
quencies (transmit and receive operation, for example).
[0058] With additional reference to Fig. 6A, the con-
ductive plate 101 a is shown in two different orientations
relative to the feed network 106. More specifically, the
left-most illustration shows the primary mode of opera-
tion, where the primary set of continuous transverse stub
radiators 102 is near/adjacent the feed network 106 and
the secondary set of continuous transverse stub radiators
102a is opposite the feed network 106. The right-most
illustration of Fig. 6A illustrates the secondary mode of
operation, where the secondary set of continuous trans-

verse stub radiators 102a is near/adjacent the feed net-
work 106 and the primary set of continuous transverse
stub radiators 102 is opposite the feed network 106.
[0059] When the plate 101 a is positioned as shown in
the left-most illustration of Fig. 6A, the first set of contin-
uous transverse radiating stub radiators 102 in the ma-
jority region112 are more heavily coupled to the feed net-
work 106, which provides a narrow beam and thus high-
gain operation. When the plate 101a is positioned as
shown in the right-most illustration of Fig. 6A, the second
set of continuous transverse radiating stub radiators
102a in the minority region110 are more heavily coupled
to the feed network 106, which as noted above provides
a secondary beam that is "squinted" (offset) in beam lo-
cation relative to the primary bean at a common operating
frequency, or alternatively supports aligned beams at dif-
ferent operating frequencies.
[0060] Fig. 6B illustrates the relative gain level over the
angle in degrees, (i.e., "antenna pattern cut") measured
in the E-plane or "X" direction of the antenna, for both
the primary mode of operation (i.e., when the primary
stub radiators 102 are proximal to the feed network 106
and the secondary stub radiators 102a are distal from
the feed network 106) and the secondary mode of oper-
ation (i.e., when the secondary stub radiators 102a are
proximal to the feed network 106 and the primary stub
radiators 102 are distal from the feed network 106). As
can be seen, the primary mode provides a narrow beam
114 having a high gain, while the secondary mode pro-
vides a wide beam 116 having a lower gain offset from
the narrow beam.
[0061] Moving now to Fig. 7A, another exemplary first
(upper) conductive plate 101b of a VICTS array in ac-
cordance with the present disclosure is illustrated. Again,
the first (upper) conductive plate 101b may replace the
conductive upper plate 1 shown in in FIGS. 1-4. The first
conductive plate 101b includes a first set of continuous
transverse stub radiators 102 arranged on a first surface
of the plate 101 b, and a second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators 102b arranged on the first surface
of the plate 101b. The first set of continuous transverse
stub radiators 102 occupies a majority of the surface of
the plate 101b, while the second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators 102b occupies a minority of the sur-
face of the plate 101 b.
[0062] The continuous transverse stub radiators 102
in the majority region have a first geometry, and the con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators 102b in the minority
region have a second geometry that is different from the
first geometry. For example, the continuous transverse
stub radiators 102 may be thinner and/or taller than the
continuous transverse stub radiators 102b. This results
in the stub radiators 102b in the minority region being
more heavily coupled than the stub radiators 102 in the
majority region, which broadens the E-plane and/or H-
plane of the antenna pattern. The additional coupling can
be provided through appropriate selection of the parallel-
plate spacing, stub height, stub spacing and intermediate
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stub coupling stage widths and heights. In some cases
the total thickness of the radiating aperture local to the
minority region may be different than employed in the
majority region (e.g., the stubs may be non-uniform in
height/cross section in order to provide additional de-
grees of freedom relative to the desired phase and cou-
pling attributes). Fig. 7B illustrates the distinct individual
properties of the two different antenna patterns, one pat-
tern 118 being narrow (higher-gain) and one pattern 120
being wider and having an alternate operating frequency.
[0063] Moving now to Fig. 8A, another exemplary first
(upper) conductive plate 101c of a VICTS array in ac-
cordance with the present disclosure is illustrated. Like
the other embodiments, the first (upper) conductive plate
101c may replace the conductive upper plate 1 shown in
in FIGS. 1-4. The first plate 101c includes a first set of
continuous transverse stub radiators 102 arranged on a
first surface of the plate 101c, and a second set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators 102c arranged on the
first surface of the plate 101c. The first set of continuous
transverse stub radiators 102 occupies a majority of the
surface of the plate 101 c, while the second set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators 102c occupies a minor-
ity of the surface of the plate 101 c.
[0064] As can be seen in Fig. 8A, the first set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators 102 in the majority re-
gion have a fixed pitch (a first periodic pitch) while the
second set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102c
in the minority region do not have a fixed pitch but instead
are non-uniformly spaced (aperiodic) in order to purpose-
fully broaden and/or null-fill the (E-plane) antenna pat-
tern. In other words, the first pitch of the first set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators 102 is different from a
second pitch of the second set of continuous transverse
stub radiators. This variable spacing is selected to pro-
vide desired non-uniform phase properties generally em-
ployed in null-filled antenna synthesis.
[0065] When in the primary mode (i.e., the primary stub
radiators 102 are proximal to the feed network106 and
the secondary stub radiators 102c are distal (opposite)
the feed network 106), a narrow (high gain) antenna pat-
tern results. When in the secondary mode (i.e., the sec-
ondary stub radiators 102c are proximal to the feed net-
work 106 and the primary stub radiators 102 are distal
(opposite) the feed network 106), a null-filled antenna
pattern results. Fig. 8B illustrates the characteristics of
the primary and secondary modes of operation, wherein
one antenna patter 122 exhibits a narrow beam, and the
other antenna pattern 124 exhibits a broader null-filled
beam. Such configuration is advantageous in that it does
not have any regions in which the signal may be lost.
[0066] Fig. 9A illustrates another exemplary first (up-
per) conductive plate 101d of a VICTS array in accord-
ance with the present disclosure. Again, the first (upper)
conductive plate 101 d may replace the conductive upper
plate 1 shown in in FIGS. 1-4. The first plate 101d includes
a first set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102
arranged on a first surface of the plate 101 d, and a sec-

ond set of continuous transverse stub radiators 102d ar-
ranged on the first surface of the plate 101 d. The first
set of continuous transverse stubs 102 occupies a ma-
jority of the surface of the plate 101d, while the second
set of continuous transverse stubs 102d occupies a mi-
nority of the surface of the plate 101 d. The stub radiators
102d in the minority region of the plate 101 d are curved,
non-uniformly spaced and/or have increased/heavily
coupling stub radiators 102d (e.g., they may be dimen-
sionally larger than the stub radiators 102), while the stub
radiators 102 in the majority region may be straight and
uniformly spaced.
[0067] The curved stub radiators 102d broaden the (H-
plane) antenna pattern. The curvature attributes can be
selected to provide the desired transverse (H-plane)
phase properties in order to provide the desired beam-
broadening and null-filling properties. Fig. 9B illustrates
the primary antenna pattern for both the E-plane 126 and
the H-plane 128 when the curved stub radiators 102d are
distal from the feed network 106. Note that due to the
size and remote location of the stub radiators 102d the
net impact on the primary antenna pattern(s) is very small
(as desired.) Fig. 9C illustrates the secondary antenna
pattern for both the E-pane 126a and the H-plane
128awhen the curved stubs 102d are proximal to the feed
106.
[0068] Moving now to Fig. 10A, another embodiment
in accordance with the present disclosure is illustrated.
The embodiment shown in Fig. 10A is similar to that of
Fig. 6A, except that the second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators 102a are covered with a polarizing
surface 130. The polarizing surface 130 can tailor the
polarization properties of the minority region (secondary
beam) to be different than the properties of the majority
region (primary beam.) The polarizer(s) employed in this
particular embodiment can be selected and mounted us-
ing conventional means and methods. Fig. 10B illustrates
the distinct individual properties of the two different an-
tenna patterns, one pattern 132 being narrow (high gain)
and the other pattern 134 being broader (low gain) and
having different polarization properties. Alternatively or
in addition to the above referenced polarizer, the first set
of continuous transverse stub radiators 102 may be cov-
ered with a polarizing surface.
[0069] Additionally or alternatively, the feed structure
may be modified to further improve performance of the
antenna array. For example, in order to maximize the
dependence on proximity to the feed network 106, an
accelerated coupling (which may be accomplished via
reduction of the parallel-plate spacing near the feed net-
work 106, thereby increasing local coupling) may be ben-
eficial. Similarly, an increased parallel-plate spacing (re-
duced coupling) may be employed on the "load" end in
order to more fully "inert" the secondary features of the
radiating stub aperture when it is in the "unselected" po-
sition (i.e., away from the feed).
[0070] Accordingly, the multi-beam VICTS antenna in
accordance with the present disclosure employs modifi-
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cations to the radiating stub aperture and/or to the internal
parallel-plate feed structure in order to provide and sup-
port the desired dual-beam functionality.
[0071] Although the invention has been shown and de-
scribed with respect to a certain embodiment or embod-
iments, equivalent alterations and modifications may oc-
cur to others skilled in the art upon the reading and un-
derstanding of this specification and the annexed draw-
ings. In particular regard to the various functions per-
formed by the above described elements (components,
assemblies, devices, compositions, etc.), the terms (in-
cluding a reference to a "means") used to describe such
elements are intended to correspond, unless otherwise
indicated, to any element which performs the specified
function of the described element
[0072] (i.e., that is functionally equivalent), even
though not structurally equivalent to the disclosed struc-
ture which performs the function in the herein exemplary
embodiment or embodiments of the invention. In addi-
tion, while a particular feature of the invention may have
been described above with respect to only one or more
of several embodiments, such feature may be combined
with one or more other features of the other embodi-
ments, as may be desired and advantageous for any giv-
en or particular application.

Claims

1. An antenna array employing continuous transverse
stubs as radiating elements, comprising:

a first conductive plate structure including a first
set of continuous transverse stub radiators ar-
ranged on a first surface, and a second set of
continuous transverse stub radiators arranged
on the first surface, wherein a geometry of the
first set of continuous transverse stub radiators
is different from a geometry of the second set of
continuous transverse stub radiators;
a second conductive plate structure disposed in
a spaced relationship relative to the first conduc-
tive plate structure, the second conductive plate
structure having a surface parallel to the first sur-
face; and
a relative rotation apparatus operative to impart
relative rotational movement between the first
conductive plate structure and the second con-
ductive plate structure.

2. The antenna array according to claim 1, further com-
prising a feed network for transmitting or receiving a
signal to or from the first conductive plate, wherein
the relative rotation apparatus is operative to rotate
the first plate to position one of the first set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators or the second set
of continuous transverse stub radiators into proxim-
ity of the feed network.

3. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-2, wherein a first pitch of the radiating structures
of the first set of continuous transverse stub radiators
is different from a second pitch of the radiating struc-
tures of the second set of continuous transverse stub
radiators.

4. The antenna array according to claim 3, wherein the
first pitch and second pitch are uniform.

5. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-4, wherein a first pitch of the first set of continuous
transverse stub radiators is periodic, and a second
pitch of the second set of continuous transverse stub
radiators is aperiodic.

6. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-5, wherein a width of the stub radiators of the first
set of continuous transverse stub radiators is less
than a width of the stub radiators of the second set
of continuous transverse stub radiators.

7. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-6, wherein a height of the stub radiators of the first
set of continuous transverse stub radiators is less
than a height of the stub radiators of the second set
of continuous transverse stub radiators.

8. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-7, wherein the stub radiators of the first set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators are arranged in
straight sections, and the stub radiators of the sec-
ond set of continuous transverse stub radiators are
arranged in curved sections.

9. The antenna array according to claim 8, wherein the
second set of continuous transverse stub radiators
have non-uniform spacing.

10. The antenna array according to claim 8, wherein the
second set of continuous transverse stub radiators
have non-uniform height or cross section.

11. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-10, wherein a geometry of the second set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators differs from a ge-
ometry of the first set of continuous transverse stub
radiators in at least one of size, height, thickness,
spacing, or shape.

12. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-11, wherein at least one of the first set of continu-
ous transverse stub radiators or the second set of
continuous transverse stub radiators are non-uni-
form in at least one of height or cross-section.

13. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-12, wherein the second set of continuous trans-
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verse stub radiators is arranged at an inner or outer
perimeter of the first conductive plate.

14. The antenna array according to any one of claims
1-13, further comprising a first polarizer correspond-
ing to the first set of continuous transverse stub ra-
diators.

15. A method for using a variable inclination continuous
transverse stub (VICTS) antenna array to provide a
first antenna pattern and a second antenna pattern
different from the first antenna pattern, the VICTS
array including a feed network for transmitting and/or
receiving a signal via radio frequency (RF) coupling,
and a conductive plate structure having a first set of
continuous transverse stub radiators arranged on a
first surface and a second set of continuous trans-
verse stub radiators arranged on the first surface,
wherein a geometry of the first set of continuous
transverse stub radiators is different from a geometry
of the second set of continuous transverse stub ra-
diators, the method comprising:

generating the first antenna pattern by position-
ing the conductive plate structure relative to the
feed network to RF couple the first set of con-
tinuous transverse stub radiators to the feed net-
work; and
generating the second antenna pattern by posi-
tioning the conductive plate structure relative to
the feed network to RF couple the second set
of continuous transverse stub radiators to the
feed network.

Patentansprüche

1. Antennengruppe, die kontinuierliche Querelemente
als Strahlungselemente verwendet, umfassend:

eine erste leitfähige Plattenstruktur mit einem
ersten auf einer ersten Fläche angeordneten
Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler und
einem zweiten auf der ersten Fläche angeord-
neten Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strah-
ler, wobei eine Geometrie des ersten Satzes
kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler sich von
einer Geometrie des zweiten Satzes kontinuier-
licher Querelement-Strahler unterscheidet;
eine zweite leitfähige Plattenstruktur, die in einer
Beabstandungsbeziehung relativ zur ersten leit-
fähigen Plattenstruktur angeordnet ist, wobei
die zweite leitfähige Plattenstruktur eine zur ers-
ten Fläche parallele Fläche hat; und
eine Relativdrehbewegungsvorrichtung mit der
Funktion, eine relative Drehbewegung zwi-
schen der ersten leitfähigen Plattenstruktur und
der zweiten leitfähigen Plattenstruktur zu bewir-

ken.

2. Antennengruppe nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfas-
send ein Speisenetz zum Senden oder Empfangen
eines Signals an die bzw. von der ersten leitfähigen
Platte, wobei die Relativdrehbewegungsvorrichtung
die Funktion hat, die erste Platte zu drehen, um ei-
nen, nämlich den ersten Satz kontinuierlicher Que-
relement-Strahler oder den zweiten Satz kontinuier-
licher Querelement-Strahler in der Nähe des Spei-
senetzes zu positionieren.

3. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
2, wobei ein erster Abstand der Strahlungsstrukturen
des ersten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querelement-
Strahler sich von einem zweiten Abstand der Strah-
lungsstrukturen des zweiten Satzes kontinuierlicher
Querelement-Strahler unterscheidet.

4. Antennengruppe nach Anspruch 3, wobei der erste
Abstand und der zweite Abstand gleichmäßig sind.

5. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
4, wobei ein erster Abstand des ersten Satzes kon-
tinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler periodisch ist und
ein zweiter Abstand des zweiten Satzes kontinuier-
licher Querelement-Strahler aperiodisch ist.

6. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
5, wobei eine Breite der Strahlungselemente des
ersten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strah-
ler kleiner ist als eine Breite der Strahlungselemente
des zweiten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querelement-
Strahler.

7. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
6, wobei eine Höhe der Strahlungselemente des ers-
ten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler
kleiner ist als eine Höhe der Strahlungselemente des
zweiten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strah-
ler.

8. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
7, wobei die Strahlungselemente des ersten Satzes
kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler in geraden
Teilstücken angeordnet sind und die Strahlungsele-
mente des zweiten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querele-
ment-Strahler in gekrümmten Teilstücken angeord-
net sind.

9. Antennengruppe nach Anspruch 8, wobei der zweite
Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler un-
gleichmäßige Beabstandung aufweist.

10. Antennengruppe nach Anspruch 8, wobei der zweite
Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler un-
gleichmäßige Höhe oder ungleichmäßigen Quer-
schnitt aufweist.
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11. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
10, wobei eine Geometrie des zweiten Satzes kon-
tinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler sich von einer
Geometrie des ersten Satzes kontinuierlicher Que-
relement-Strahler in mindestens einem, nämlich
Größe, Höhe, Dicke, Beabstandung und/oder Form
unterscheidet.

12. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
11, wobei mindestens einer, nämlich der erste Satz
kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler und/oder der
zweite Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler in
mindestens einem, nämlich Höhe und/oder Quer-
schnitt nicht gleichmäßig sind.

13. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
12, wobei der zweite Satz kontinuierlicher Querele-
ment-Strahler an einem inneren oder äußeren Um-
fang der ersten leitfähigen Platte angeordnet ist.

14. Antennengruppe nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
13, ferner umfassend einen ersten Polarisator, der
dem ersten Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-
Strahler entspricht.

15. Verfahren zur Verwendung einer neigungveränder-
lichen kontinuierlichen Querelement-(VICTS-) An-
tennengruppe zur Bereitstellung eines ersten Anten-
nendiagramms und eines zweiten Antennendia-
gramms, das sich vom ersten Antennendiagramm
unterscheidet, wobei die VICTS-Gruppe aufweist:
ein Speisenetz zum Senden und/oder Empfangen
eines Signals durch Funkfrequenz-(RF-)Kopplung
und eine leitfähige Plattenstruktur mit einem auf ei-
ner ersten Fläche angeordneten ersten Satz konti-
nuierlicher Querelement-Strahler und einem auf der
ersten Fläche angeordneten zweiten Satz kontinu-
ierlicher Querelement-Strahler, wobei eine Geome-
trie des ersten Satzes kontinuierlicher Querelement-
Strahler sich von einer Geometrie des zweiten Sat-
zes kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler unter-
scheidet, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Erzeugen des ersten Antennendiagramms
durch Positionierung der leitfähigen Platten-
struktur relativ zum Speisenetz, um den ersten
Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler mit
dem Speisenetz RF-mäßig zu koppeln; und
Erzeugen des zweiten Antennendiagramms
durch Positionierung der leitfähigen Platten-
struktur relativ zum Speisenetz, um den zweiten
Satz kontinuierlicher Querelement-Strahler mit
dem Speisenetz RF-mäßig zu koppeln.

Revendications

1. Réseau d’antennes qui utilise des embases trans-

versales continues comme éléments rayonnants,
qui comprend :

une première structure de plaque conductrice
qui comprend un premier groupe de rayonneurs
à plaques transversales continues placé sur une
première surface, et un second groupe de
rayonneurs à plaques transversales continues
placé sur la première surface, une géométrie du
premier groupe de rayonneurs à plaques trans-
versales continues étant différente d’une géo-
métrie du second groupe de rayonneurs à pla-
ques transversales continues ;
une seconde structure de plaque conductrice
disposée de manière espacée par rapport à la
première structure de plaque conductrice, la se-
conde structure de plaque conductrice ayant
une surface parallèle à la première surface ; et
un appareil de rotation relative capable de trans-
mettre un mouvement de rotation relative entre
la première structure de plaque conductrice et
la seconde structure de plaque conductrice.

2. Réseau d’antennes selon la revendication 1, qui
comprend en outre un réseau d’alimentation destiné
à transmettre ou à recevoir un signal vers ou depuis
la première plaque conductrice, dans lequel l’appa-
reil de rotation relative est capable de faire tourner
la première plaque de façon à positionner l’un du
premier groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues ou du second groupe de rayonneurs
à plaques transversales continues à proximité du ré-
seau d’alimentation.

3. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 et 2, dans lequel un premier pas des
structures rayonnantes du premier groupe de rayon-
neurs à plaques transversales continues est diffé-
rent d’un second pas des structures rayonnantes du
second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues.

4. Réseau d’antennes selon la revendication 3, dans
lequel le premier pas et le second pas sont unifor-
mes.

5. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 4, dans lequel un premier pas du
premier groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues est périodique, et un second pas du
second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues est apériodique.

6. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 5, dans lequel une largeur des
rayonneurs à plaques du premier groupe de rayon-
neurs à plaques transversales continues est infé-
rieure à une largeur des rayonneurs à plaques du
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second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues.

7. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 6, dans lequel une hauteur des
rayonneurs à plaques du premier groupe de rayon-
neurs à plaques transversales continues est infé-
rieure à une hauteur des rayonneurs à plaques du
second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues.

8. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 7, dans lequel les rayonneurs à pla-
ques du premier groupe de rayonneurs à plaques
transversales continues sont placés dans des sec-
tions droites, et les rayonneurs à plaques du second
groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transversales con-
tinues sont placés dans des sections courbées.

9. Réseau d’antennes selon la revendication 8, dans
lequel le second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques
transversales continues possède un espacement
non uniforme.

10. Réseau d’antennes selon la revendication 8, dans
lequel le second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques
transversales continues possède une hauteur ou
une section transversale non uniforme.

11. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 10, dans lequel une géométrie du
second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues diffère d’une géométrie du premier
groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transversales con-
tinues au niveau d’au moins l’un(e) de la taille, de la
hauteur, de l’épaisseur, de l’espacement ou de la
forme.

12. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 11, dans lequel au moins l’un du
premier groupe de rayonneurs à plaques transver-
sales continues ou du second groupe de rayonneurs
à plaques transversales continues est non uniforme
au niveau d’au moins l’une de la hauteur ou de la
section transversale.

13. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 12, dans lequel le second groupe
de rayonneurs à plaques transversales continues
est placé au niveau d’un périmètre intérieur ou ex-
térieur de la première plaque conductrice.

14. Réseau d’antennes selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 13, qui comprend en outre un pre-
mier polariseur qui correspond au premier groupe
de rayonneurs à plaques transversales continues.

15. Procédé d’utilisation d’un réseau d’antennes à em-

bases transversales continues et à inclinaison va-
riable (VICTS) afin de fournir un premier modèle
d’antenne et un second modèle d’antenne différent
du premier modèle d’antenne, le réseau de VICTS
comprenant un réseau d’alimentation destiné à
transmettre et/ou à recevoir un signal par le biais
d’un couplage radiofréquence (RF), et une structure
de plaque conductrice qui possède un premier grou-
pe de rayonneurs à plaques transversales continues
placés sur une première surface et un second grou-
pe de rayonneurs à plaques transversales continues
placé sur la première surface, dans lequel une géo-
métrie du premier groupe de rayonneurs à plaques
transversales continues est différente d’une géomé-
trie du second groupe de rayonneurs à plaques
transversales continues, le procédé comprenant :

la génération du premier modèle d’antenne en
positionnant la structure de plaque conductrice
par rapport au réseau d’alimentation de façon à
coupler par RF le premier groupe de rayonneurs
à plaques transversales continues au réseau
d’alimentation ; et
la génération du second modèle d’antenne en
positionnant la structure de plaque conductrice
par rapport au réseau d’alimentation de façon à
coupler par RF le second groupe de rayonneurs
à plaques transversales continues au réseau
d’alimentation.
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